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Abstract 
Large amounts of information are locked up in free t
components of clinical reports. Surveillance syste
that monitor adverse events following immunizatio
(AEFI) can utilize these components after conc
extraction using natural language processing (NL
Specifically, our method for the identification an
filtering of negated concepts using the Unified Medic
Language System (UMLS) potentially improves t
quality of AEFI surveillance systems.  

Introduction 
Clinical narrative reports such as discharge summa
radiology reports, pathology reports, admission histos 
and physical examinations contain large amounts
clinical information that are locked up in their free text 
components [1]. AEFI reports submitted 
pharmacovigilance information systems contain sim
free text components that can be mapped to dom
specific concepts related to AEFI syndrome classes  
disease states. The UMLS Semantic Network (S
provides consistent categorization of concepts found
the UMLS Metathesaurus (MT) [2]. MT concep
retrieved from free text can potentially be used 
classify AEFI reports according to specific syndrom
However, the use of concepts for classification requ
their negated forms be identified and filtered out 
reduce false positives [3]. This paper describes nega
in AEFI reports and the method we applied for 
detection with the help of UMLS SN semantic types. 

Methods 
We formed a collaborative workgroup which includ
the CDC Vaccine Analytic Unit, members of th
Brighton Collaboration (BC) from the CDC
Immunization Safety Office and the Public Heal
Agency of Canada (PHAC), and National Library 
Medicine (NLM) researchers. We then created a vacc 
safety corpus using de-identified AEFI surveillan
reports from the PHAC. To correct misspelled wor
and to tag free text with UMLS MT concepts we us
previously developed algorithms. The outputs of th
algorithms became inputs for the negation detec
algorithm we developed. Subsequently, we compa
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the performance of the algorithm against human
negation detection.  

Results  
The algorithm we developed using freely available tools
is a combined rule-based and finite state machine
algorithm. The following key words were detected if 
they modified the assertion status of concept-tagged
free-text terms classified under certain UMLS SN 
semantic types: no, neither/nor, ruled out, denies and 
without. Using 41 documents with a total of 4,969 
concepts, we compared algorithmic with human 
detection and calculated the algorithm's precision to be 
94% and its recall to be 89%. 

Conclusion 
Concept negation is an important issue that must b
addressed for accurate classification of adverse even
in AEFI surveillance systems that make use of free tex 
inputs. Preliminary analysis suggests that our algorithm
can detect negated concepts reliably for enhancing
AEFI surveillance systems. Future enhancements
focusing on deeper level semantic parsing can
potentially increase the performance of this negation
algorithm. 
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